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 Virginia General Assembly Summary 
 

The 2012 Virginia General Assembly brought about an extreme agenda 
that included, among other things, restricting voter rights and 
discriminating against same-sex adoptive parents. Virginia Organizing 
worked on a variety of issues this year and below is a brief summary of 
what happened.  

• We had a victory in health care reform with a bill that allowed 
eligible legal immigrant pregnant women and children to be 
covered under Medicaid during the first five years of lawful 
residency. Unfortunately, the legislature chose to follow the 
Governor’s lead by not acting on legislation to establish the 
state’s health benefits exchange required by the Affordable Care 
Act.  

• Members of the General Assembly continued to stand up for big 
businesses profiting from foreclosures and predatory loans. All 
bills designed to protect homeowners from harmful banking 
practices and consumers from the usurious rates of predatory 
loans were defeated in spite of the efforts of Virginia Organizing 
and several other groups. 

• Fortunately, several bills were defeated in committee to eliminate 
the “Triggerman” rule that prohibits capital punishment being 
imposed as a penalty for persons who did not actually commit 
the murder.  

• Voter ID bills requiring voters without proper identification at the 
polls to cast a provisional ballot were passed and signed into 
law. These new laws, that will make it more difficult for many 
citizens to vote, were supposedly introduced to address 
problems of voter fraud, which is virtually non-existent in Virginia.   

• Adoption and child placement agencies may now lawfully 
discriminate against potential adoptive or foster couples based 
on a moral or religious belief, limiting same-sex couple rights. In 
addition, attempts to strengthen anti-discrimination measures in 
public employment were defeated.  

• With the support of Virginia Organizing and numerous other 
organizations, the General Assembly defeated two harmful 
immigration bills. One bill would have required non-English 
speaking defendants to pay for the costs of interpreters if 
convicted of a criminal offense. The other was an Alabama-style 
bill that allows police to check immigration status based on 
“reasonable suspicion” of undocumented status. 







In Their Own Words 
Virginia Organizing leaders and interns from across the state 
have spoken out about what inspires them to be involved in 
change. We hope their words inspire you, too! 
 
“There seemed to be a lot of hopelessness and it made me 
understand what people were saying when they used the phrase, 
‘end of the line.’ The experience actually gave me a little hope. 
Hope that with this information, Virginia Organizing and the 
community can come together and do something about these 
issues.”  

–Robin Schrantz, Virginia Organizing Intern 
On her experience with the Harrisonburg Listening Project 

 
“I have been working as a leader with the local non-partisan 
Virginia Organizing Voter Participation Team for the last few 
years and have been committed to making sure that each and 
every American gets an opportunity to vote.  People that make 
mistakes and pay their full debt to society should be given an 
opportunity to re-invest themselves in the community that 
includes the basic right to vote.  I am proud to be a volunteer that 
assists people in this effort.” 

–Debra Grant, Virginia Organizing Leader 
From a submitted letter to the editor 

 
“In the last few years, thousands of local small businesses have 
been forced to give up covering their employees because of 
skyrocketing [health care] costs.” 

–Virginia Main Street Alliance 
In a letter to Virginia state Senator Jeff McWaters 

 
“I feel that I am always on the lookout for ways to challenge the 
oppression of marginalized groups.” 

–Jenika McCrayer, Virginia Organizing Intern 
 






